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GEOCHRONOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGY 
Charles L. Harper, Mail Code SN2, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX, 77058 

The determination of high precision limits on fundamental physical parameters is one area in which strong empirical 
constraints (from cosmology) can be applied to the higherdimensional Kaluza-Klein and superstring unified field theories 
[I]. In addition to astronomical, astrophysical and laboratory physics investigations, geological, geochemical, and 
geochronological studies have been employed to determine high precision limits on all four interaction couplings: GN, 
GF, a, and gs (See Table l), thereby demonstrating the utility of the geological time scale for delimiting prospective 
evolution effects generated by cosmological expansion (I&'- 5 .  10-l1 yfl) .  Geophysical investigations of long range 
'weak force' modifications to Newtonian gravity [I61 are also intimately related to the search for evolving couplings at late 
times in superstring cosmologies [2,6]. 

TABLE 1: Selected High-Resolution Limits for Single 
Parameter V a r i a t i o n s 1  ings 

> 

Interaction Meammmt haval <I;/xIyrl 
Strong (gd 

ouo [ll] 1.8. logyr 5. 10-19 

unbound diproton [23] - Tu - 2.10-* 
244Pu stability [23] 4.6. l@yr - 3 . l@ll 

Electromagnetic (ae) 
Oklo [11] 1.8.109 yr 1 . 10-l7 
&tvtis-Dicke limit [13]* 24 hrs - 2.1V19 
Laboratory clodrs [24] 24 hrs 4. 
Radio galaxy fine structure [25] 2 = 0.2 - 0.5 - 2 . 
(&=fmem[26] Z=25 -2.1Wn 
' W - 4 9 7 0 s :  

=wLa9"% [33 4.6.109 yr 1 . 10-l5 
%b++=sr: 
ps/%rrcr9"% [U] 4.6. 109 yr 7 . lo-'' 

oklo[ll] 1.8. ley 1-5. 10-U 
Primordial 
nucleosynthesis [%I* ' Tu 4. 10-l2 
"Rb-$-+=* 
"%L-a+'/6pb [U] 4.6. 109 yr 25 . 10-l2 
[Best presently conceivable resolution: - 4.1(ri3 ] 

Gravitation (GN) 
manetary ranging 127 6 yr 9.10-l2 

Lunar ranging [28] 8~ - 3. 10-l1 

As first pointed out by [3], investigations of 
the F e d  coupling, GF, are interesting in respect 
of a deep connection to the scalar Higgs sector, 
(GF = 1/2v2 [4],--where v is the VEV of the 
Higgs field responsible for SU(2) spontaneous 
symmetry breaking), now thought to be 
responsible for the initial expansion of space in 
inflationary cosmologies. Indeed, a 'slow-rolling' 
non-zero scalar field potential, V(+), at late times 
(6 # 0; 6 # 0) is a candidate solution for the 
missing mass density problem in cosmology [S], 
and could in principle produce geochronologically 
observable effects in p-decay and electron capture 
chronometers. As yet, no specific models exist 
which predict covariation scales for fundamental 
masses and couplings in superstring theories [2]. 
Detection of an evolutionary effect in any 
'fundamental' parameter or process would therefore 
provide a major advance towards the eventual 
development of realistic models--if such exist--in 
these theories. 

Limits from Primordial Nucfeosynthesis: 
Strong modeldependent limits on GF have been 
obtained fiom comparisons of 4 ~ e  mass fractions 
produced in standard model calculations with 
astronomically derived primordial abundance 
estimates [I]. However, as the standard model 
calculations are predicated upon a 10.6 minute 

Expansion limit on neutron half-life, the recent laboratory 
Maany I291 - 4.109yr - 3-10-l~ determination of 10.12 f 0.24 minutes [7] 
Galactic clustas [30] 2.108~ - 3.10-l1 
Orbital pal~e~ntology [31] 4.108~ - 2. l@ll precludes any limit better than. GF / GF < -2 - 10- 

Pulsar spindown [32] 3. 10'" 
l2 yr-l, for At = 15 109 years since primordial - l0yr 

Primadial nucleosynthesis. Further considerations, such as 

nucleosynthesis [33]* - Tu _ 10-i~ compensating G~ effects [I], additional neutrino . Earth d a c e  temperme [34] - 3.4.109 yr - 3 .1@11 species [8], neutrino degeneracy [9], and the new 

* Model ckpmdenr T, - 15.109 p. inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis scenario [lo], all 
further weaken the precision of such limits. 

Limits from the Oklo Natural Reactor: Extremely precise constraints were obtained by Shlyakhter [ l l ]  from the 
giant thermal (98 meV) neutron capture resonance depletion of 1 4 9 ~ m  produced at Oklo during the criticality of the natural 
reactor -1.8 . lo9 years ago. Three considerations suggest that the Oklo limits should be treated with caution: (i) the 
neutron energy spectrum at Oklo was not static, as in Shlyakhter's model, but chaotically pulsed to higher temperatures in 
an unrestrained dynamic system [12]; (ii) uncertainties for the theoretical models employed in calculating the effect of g,, 
a,, and GF variation on the level of the giant resonance are unhown, and, most importantly; (iii) the primary limit on 
gs, (the nucleon-nucleon coupling), does not apply to the QCD mass scale parameter, A Q ~ ,  which is the specific strong 
interaction variable in higher-dimensional cosmologies [4]. 
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Edtvds-type Limits: Dicke [13] determined an extremely precise model-dependent limit on time-variation of the fine- 
structure constant: ) dr, l a, \ < -1 . 10-l9 vl, assuming energy conservation and the constraints of the Brans-Dicke 

cosmology. Extension of this calculation to GF, 
employing the weak interaction self-energy 
contributions of [I41 and the torsion balance result of 

\ 151 for aluminum and platinum yields, roughly: 
CrF / GF 1 B-D < -2 - 10-13 yr-l. The application of 

EiitvSs limits to the determination of bounds on CrF in 
other theoretical scenarios remains unclear [16]. 

Geochronornetric Limits: Geochronological data 
have been employed to monitor the fundamental 
constants since the pioneering studies of Houtermans 
and Jordan [17], Wasserburg and Hayden [18], 
Schumacher [19], Cherdyntsev [20], and Dicke [21]. 
Carefully selected matched age data (figure 1) for the 
87~b+-+87~r and chronometers 
yield: CrF / GF = +(1.0 f 1.5, 20) . 10-l2 y - l ,  and a 
corresponding limit: I CrF / GF 1 1 2.5 . 10-l2 yr- l 
[22]. This represents the most precisely resolved 
model-independent limit ever obtained for a 'weak' 
fundamental coupling (viz., for GF or GN). A hint of a 
real effect is at -80% confidence, relative to my 
(conservatively skewed)t treatment of bias and 
'geological' uncertainties. Further investigations at 
improved age precisions are clearly interesting from the 
viewpoint of superstring theory [1,2]. 

New technical developments for controlling mass 
discrimination uncertainties in Rb isotopic composition 
analyses should allow prospective age precisions better 
than M.2% (20) in the Rb-Sr micro-systematics of 
pristine lunar and meteorite samples. In concert with 
ultra-low blank age determination capabilities in the U- 
Pb systematics, an attainable resolution level of better 
than 4 yr-I (20)  in 1 CrF / GF 1 is expected. 
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